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Richard Lester has been
at the centre of early
keyboard music for fifty
years with a career that
began seriously in 1966.
George Malcolm, with
whom he studied,
generously promoted his
debut recital at the
Wigmore Hall, and from
that followed other
concerts including the
Royal Festival Hall Purcell
room, masterclasses and
recitals at Dartington
International Summer
School, Bruges Festival
and the Bath International
Festival. As a Fellow of the
London College of Music
he gave many organ
recitals in King’s College,
Cambridge, St Paul’s,

Cathedral, Westminster Cathedral, Ely Cathedral, Coventry, and in 2013 he was honoured to
be invited to give a recital in St Mark’s, Venice and Bergamo Cathedral. His large discography
for Nimbus Records includes the complete keyboard sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti, the
majority of Girolamo Frescobaldi’s keyboard works on original instruments, organ masses by
Girolamo Cavaonni, Andrea Gabrieli and Claudio Merulo, sonatas by Carlos Seixas, Antonio
Soler, Joseph Haydn and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. He has also compiled and edited an
edition of Italian Renaissance keyboard works which includes a DVD on early fingering and
ornamentation plus a CD demonstrating works by composers associated with St Mark’s in
Venice: also published and available from Nimbus.
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A Musical Journey Around Europe

Richard Lester
Harpsichord and Fortepiano

with Elizabeth Lester*
Renaissance Recorder

The instruments played on this CD are:
Copy of a 17th century Italian harpsichord by Colin Booth

Tracks 1, 2, 4-12 and 15
Chamber organ by Antonio Frinelli after Anteganati

Track 3
Copy by Michael Cole of the Antunes harpsichord in the Finchcocks collection

Tracks 13, 14, 19 and 20
Fortepiano by Johann Schantz c.1795 in the Bath Holbourne Museum

Tracks 16-18 and 21

Cover photo :  Political Map of Europe in 1714
c & © 2016 Wyastone Estate Limited

Issued under exclusive licence from the copyright holder
www.wyastone.co.uk
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The tuning temperaments for this recording are as follows:-
Tracks 1-6 and 8-11 quarter comma meantone A=440 Hz

Tracks 7, 12 and 15 Werkmeister III A=440 Hz
Tracks 13, 14, 19 and 20 Valotti. A=415 Hz

Tracks 16-18 and 21 Young A= 430Hz

Recording and editing:
Raymond Fenton (tracks 1-6, 12-21)

Paul Arden-Taylor (tracks 7-11)
CD mastering: www.dinmore-records.co.uk

The following tracks appear on CDs in the Nimbus catalogue
Track 13 from Volume VII NI1731 (Complete Scarlatti sonatas)

Track 14, 19 and 20 from ‘Seixas and Soler’ NI5936
Tracks 16-18 from Haydn‘Six keyboard works’ NI5847

Track 21 from Mozart Piano works: NI5867

Full track details visit www.wyastone.co.uk/all-labels/nimbus.html
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words to Burney from (The Present state of music in France and Italy 1773): “Mufic has
indeed ever been the delight of accomplifhed princes, and the moft elegant amufement of polite
courts: but at prefent it is fo combined with things facred and important, as well as with our
pleafures, that it feems neceffary to our exiftence: it forms a confiderable part of divine fervice
in our churches; it is effential to military discipline; and the theatres would languifh without it.
Add to this, that there is hardly a private family in a civilized nation without its flute, its fiddle,
its harpfichord, or guitar: that it alleviates labour and mitigates pain; and is ftill a greater
bleffing to humanity, when it keeps us out of mifchief, or blunts the edges of care.”

Extraneous notes
When recording the Frescobaldi Canzoni early one morning, a blackbird decided to join in and
made its presence audibly felt between tracks 2 and 3 which we decided to include. The Mozart
variations were part of a public concert at the Bath Holburne Museum in 2007, hence the
applause at the very end of the CD. For reasons of space, a number of repeats have been
omitted in the Haydn and Soler sonatas.

Elizabeth Lester
At the age of ten, Elizabeth Lester, Richard’s daughter, became the youngest student to pass
the Guildhall School of Music and Drama Performance Diploma on the recorder with honours.
She studied with Christopher Ball in London and has performed much of the virtuoso
repertoire for that instrument with professional period instrument orchestras including the
Corelli Orchestra and the Bristol Camerata under Anthony Halstead. Her love of the flute also
began at an early age and she studied Baroque flute with Jonathan Morgan. At fifteen under
the tutorage of Teresa McIver she passed the Trinity College of Music ATCL Diploma with
honours on the modern flute and two years later the LTCL. In 2011 she graduated from the
University of York with a BA(Hons) in music where she studied both modern and Baroque
flute with Edwina Smith. She still plays, and now lives in Edinburgh as a support worker.
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1 Luzzaschi, Luzzasco (c.1545-1607) Toccata del Quarto Tuono   1.46

2-3 Frescobaldi, Girolamo (1583-1643) * Canzona III (2.57)  6.07
    Canzona I (3.10)

4 Merulo, Claudio (1533-1604)  Toccata Prima  Primo Tuono   4.17

5 Sweelinck, Jan Pieterzoon (1562-1621)
                                              Variations on ‘Mein junges Leben hat ein End’  6.21

6 Froberger, Jacob Johann (1614-1667) Toccata III   3.05

7 Bach, Johann Sebastian (1685-1750) Toccata in D major  BWV 912   10.47

8-9 Couperin, Louis (c.1626-1661)  La Piémontoise (1.59)  7.33
    Passacaille in C (5.34)

10-11 Couperin, François (1688-1733)  Sœur Monique (3.55)  7.06
    Les Barricades Mystérieuses (3.11)

12 Handel, George Friderick (1685-1759) Air and variations (Harmonious Blacksmith)   4.33

13 Scarlatti, Domenico (1685-1757)  Sonata in G major K. 146   2.37

14 Seixas, Carlos (1704-1742)  Sonata No. 25 in G minor   2.01

15 Paradies, Domenico (1707-1791)  Toccata in A major   1.48

16-18 Haydn, Joseph (1732-1809) Sonata in D major Hob. XVI:37 7.51
I Allegro con brio (3.18)   II Largo e sostenuto (1.49)   III Presto ma non troppo (2.44)

19-20 Soler, Padre Antonio (1729-1783) Sonata in G R. 45  (2.03)  4.21
    Sonata in D R. 15  (2.18)

Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791) 9.11
21                                               Variations on ‘Ah vous dirai-je, Maman’ K. 265

     Total Playing Time 79.35
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The introduction to volume one of Charles Burney’s great History of Music, published in
1766, opens with the comment that “Music has, through life, been the favourite object of my
pursuit, not only with respect to the practice of it as a profession, but the history of it as an art.”
His travels around Europe brought him in contact with many “persons of distinction on the
continent”, due in part to the patronage of the Earl of Sandwich whose “recommendatory
letters to every English nobleman and gentlemen” gained him “easy access to those who were
not only the most able, but whom I was so fortunate as to find the most willing to forward my
undertaking.”

But the origins of European music that Burney wrote so passionately about were naturally
shaped and codified much earlier, principally during the Renaissance and early Baroque
periods.

Italy was particularly fertile soil during the 16th and 17th centuries, generating a number of
important composers who influenced and shaped Western music for centuries.

Luzzasco Luzzaschi was one of those early, revolutionary figures. Born in Ferrara in Northern
Italy, he was a pupil of Cipriano di Rore, organist of San Marco, in Venice. Luzzasci became
principal organist at the Este court in Ferrara in 1564, where he remained for most of his life.
He was a master in the art of madrigal, ensemble and keyboard writing. Apart from his
considerable prowess as a composer, he was also a virtuoso on the archicembalo, a fascinating
microtonal keyboard instrument with two manuals and as many as 31 notes to the octave. His
Toccata in the IVth mode is representative of the improvisatory style of that period. It was in
Ferrara that he taught Girolamo Frescobaldi, another native of the town, who soon became
famous as a keyboard player, and was subsequently, at the age of 25, appointed organist at St
Peter’s, Rome, where it is reported that 30,000 people came to hear him play.

Although known mainly for his keyboard writing, two of Frescobaldi’s instrumental canzoni
da sonari are heard on this recording. These works are models of ingenuity and, although in
the 1634 edition instrumentation is not indicated, the Renaissance recorder accompanied by
harpsichord or chamber organ is a suitable choice at a time when it was common practice to
use whatever instruments were available.  Frescobaldi’s innovative keyboard writing can be
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Haydn’s keyboard style had a wide appeal combining the conventional with the unpredictable
and the Sonata in D major Hob XVI: 37 is no exception and features amongst the most popular
of Haydn’s keyboard works. I have purposely inserted the aforementioned Soler sonatas
between the Haydn and Mozart works to demonstrate that graduation of tone was possible on
some later harpsichords,  and composers were quite  seriously preparing for  the rise of the
fortepiano. The Antunes harpsichord, on which the Soler sonatas were recorded, possessed two
eight foot registers which, when added or subtracted by means of pedals, produced quite
persuasive crescendi and diminuendi. Haydn’s earlier pieces were undoubtedly intended for
the harpsichord, as few dynamics appear in the scores. Later works, however, demonstrate a
marked predilection for the expressive fortepiano with frequent sforzandi markings and a more
pronounced contrast between piano and forte.

Haydn was already famous when Mozart was a child and the two composers would probably
not have met until 1781 when Mozart, aged 25, had moved to Vienna. Haydn’s opinion of
Mozart is drawn from a letter first published in 1798, in which he wrote: “…scarcely any man
can brook comparison with the great Mozart…how inimitable are Mozart’s works, how
profound, how musically intelligent, how extraordinarily sensitive….” Equally, Mozart held
Haydn in high regard. Only seven years after Mozart's death, a biography of his life, based on
information from Mozart's widow, Constanze, and other authentic sources, reports: ''Mozart. .

. became a most sincere admirer of the great and incomparable Joseph Haydn, who had already
become the pride of music. . . .Mozart often called him his teacher.''

‘Ah vous dirai-je, Maman’ is a set of twelve variations based on a well known tune, and written
when the composer was 25, but not published in Vienna until 1785.

Now, as our journey around Europe draws to an end, Burney reminds his devotees: “The reader
of this journal will now be enabled not only to form an idea of the present state of music in the
countries through which I have passed, but likewise of the opportunities I have been
favoured….” Although keyboard music takes a back seat in his journals, I hope that in the
space of a CD I have given a brief glimpse of the music from the driver’s seat, so to speak; a
trip that demonstrates the influence composers had on their pupils and how their individual
styles spread throughout the western world. Let me, retaining the old English, leave the last
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bear the familiar logo of the Italian master. They were certainly written for his Royal pupil:
many taking inspiration from the Spanish dance forms that inspired Scarlatti. The Sonata in G
major R.45 is a rather tongue-in-cheek send-up of the Castilian Jota, a fast 3 in a bar folk dance
and I have partnered it with a Sonata in D minor R.15, which takes its inspiration from the
Andalusian Fandango in its modal framework, use of chromaticism, and brief glimpse of the
Andalusian cadence or Dorian tetrachord A G F E. Also clearly audible are the various foot
stamping devices used by Spanish dancers; taconeo, punta, tacón, planta etc.

In Portugal, Carlos Seixas, organist of the Royal Chapel in Lisbon, was writing equally
imaginative sonatas. When it was suggested by the son of King Ferdinand VI, Dom António,
that Scarlatti should teach Seixas, Scarlatti replied that it was Seixas who should teach him.
The Sonata in G minor is one of his more virtuosic examples.

Scarlatti, Soler and Seixas were all important figures in the transition from Baroque to
Classical that witnessed, amongst other traits, lighter and clearer textures and greater variety
of keys, melodies, rhythm and dynamics.

Domenico Paradies, born in Naples, was part of that continuing tradition. He moved to London
at the age of thirty-nine and his harpsichord music, influenced by Scarlatti, affords him a place
amongst those who can claim a prominent position as beacons of the Classical Enlightenment
His Toccata in A major is an Allegro movement from the Sonata No 6 in A major.

The rise of the fortepiano in the latter part of the eighteenth century, an instrument that could
not only produce loud and soft, but also graduations of volume, was a response to the relatively

‘inexpressive’ harpsichord. The Johann Schantz fortepiano, dating from around 1795, now in
the Bath Holburne Museum and featured on this programme, is an excellent example of the
type of Viennese fortepiano that both Haydn and Mozart knew well. Haydn bought a
fortepiano by Schantz in 1788 and further recommended the purchase of one to Frau von
Genzinger in a letter dated 1790. The fortepiano of that time, however, was still far removed
from the grand pianos that grace our concert platforms today and no comparison should be
made.
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traced back to the works of Claudio Merulo, organist at San Marco between 1557 and 1584:
Merulo lighting the fuse to a highly original and freely expressive keyboard style that became
known as ‘stylus phantasticus.’ His Toccata in the 1st mode is a fine example of the Venetian
toccata – grander in scale than that of his contemporary, Andrea Gabrieli and infused with
sophistication, inventiveness and expressiveness that reveals the full extent of Merulo’s genius.
By the beginning of the 17th century, the characteristics of a new style were emerging with a
wealth of new sound ideals: an Age of Enlightenment had dawned. Modes gradually yielded
to major and minor tonality and, from this, grew the key system upon which harmony was
based for the next two centuries. The seventeenth century also witnessed the birth of new
genera including opera, oratorio, and concerto; and as far as keyboard music was concerned,
compositional forms emerged that included the suite, and fugues, preceded by preludes, or
toccatas; and variations on a theme.

Jan Pieterzoon Sweelinck, a major North European counterpart of his contemporaries
Giovanni and Andrea Gabrieli, and Claudio Merulo, was another such composer whose music
bridges both Renaissance and Baroque. He was organist at Amsterdam’s Oude Kirk, one of the
town’s most important churches, and it was there that his duties involved providing music for
the two daily services. Sweelinck remained in that position until his death, at the age of 59; and
was buried there. His secular keyboard works drew on a wealth of popular tunes and I have
chosen a beautiful and poignant set of variations on a tune probably of German origin, ‘Mein
junges Leben hat ein End,’ ‘My Young Life Hath an End.’

Sweelinck was one of the instigators of the North German organ school; a style that developed
through the complex improvisatory works of Nikolas Bruhns, Dietrich Buxtehude and,
ultimately, Johann Sebastian Bach. But it was the tradition of the South German Organ School,
shaped by composers who had visited Italy and studied with the Italian masters that inspired
Jacob Johann Froberger. Baptized in Stuttgart, he probably received his early musical tuition
from his father, Basilius. By 1634, Froberger had secured a position as court organist in Vienna
and, in the same year, was granted a stipend and leave to study with Frescobaldi in Rome. His
teacher’s influence is apparent in the extemporary Toccata III, although the Germanic
contrapuntal middle section shows a composer who had already spread his own wings.
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Twenty-seven years after Froberger’s death, the Bach family living in Eisenach, Germany,
suffered a major tragedy when Johann Sebastian’s mother and father died within eight months
of each other. Johann Christoph, Johann Sebastian’s older brother stood in loco parentis and
taught the nine year old the clavichord. Part of that instruction would have included studying
the works of Froberger, Pachelbel, Jean-Baptiste Lully, Marchand, Marais; and the Italian,
Frescobaldi.

The seldom-heard Toccata in D major is an early work capturing the improvisatory elements
so evident in the music of Froberger, Reinken and Buxtehude, Bach’s eminent predecessors.
The fingerprint of Bach’s individual genius however, is already present in this appealing work.
If the South German Organ School drew its influence mainly from Italy, the French had
developed their own distinctly individual style through the music of Jacques Champion
Chambonnières, (c.1601/2-1672) and Jean Henri d’Anglebert (1629-1691) and Louis
Couperin. Charles Burney unkindly observed: “the French have stood still in music for thirty
or forty years: nay, one may go still further, and assert boldly, that it has undergone few
changes at the great opera since Lully’s time, that is to say, in one hundred years.” Rather an
unfair commentary perhaps, especially considering the great wealth of keyboard music by the
aforementioned composers, the illustrious Couperin dynasty and Jean-Philippe Rameau.

Louis Couperin, uncle of François le Grand, was a major force in the shaping of the French
style. It is probable that he met Froberger, whose impact is clearly audible in the variety,
freedom and ingenious use of dissonance; qualities present in La Piémontoise and the
Passacaille in C. As organist at the church of St Gervais in Paris, a post of great importance in
France, he was paid 400 livres a year, plus lodgings. His numerous works for harpsichord and
organ are included in three manuscript volumes: the two we hear are included in the Bauyn
manuscript of 1660. Charles, Louis’ brother, succeeded him as organist in 1668, the same year
that his son François (le Grand) was born. Continuing that long line of musicians at St Gervais,
François was appointed organist in 1685: an annus mirabilis when Bach, Handel and Scarlatti
were born. François also served as a musician at the court of Louis XIV, an important post that
carried a twenty year Royal Privilege to publish music, and, in 1713, he immediately issued
the first volume of Pièces de Clavecin. Two pieces are heard that reveal a tender, caring and
affectionate Nun, (Sœur Monique; Ordre 6ème de clavecin) and a wonderfully enigmatic piece
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(Les Barricades Mysteriéuse; Ordre 18ème de clavecin) that holds the listener’s attention
through endless suspensions that cunningly disguises the basic harmony.

1713 was also an important year for Handel, who three years earlier, having secured a position
as Kapellmeister at the Hanoverian Court, promptly took an eighth month leave of absence to
visit England. In 1711, his opera Rinaldo, was so warmly received that it resulted in a further
and permanent stay in England, and, in 1713, he received an annual salary of £200 from Queen
Anne. When she died in 1714, Handel’s former employer, the Elector of Hanover, was crowned
King George II, proving perhaps a little awkward for the composer, who was still theoretically
employed in Germany. The Water Music, written in 1717, was thought to have reconciled the
two and Handel found favour at the Royal Court and subsequently taught the King’s daughters,
Princesses Anne, Carolina and, Louisa. The harpsichord suites, probably composed around
1720, were quite possibly used as lesson material for the Princesses. The Harmonious
Blacksmith, not Handel’s title, but added later, is the final movement of the Suite in E major
and has become a favourite in the harpsichord repertoire.

It was in Rome that Handel met Scarlatti. The story of the famous musical duel is recounted
by Thomas Rosengrave. Handel, who had visited Rome in 1708, was introduced to Domenico
Scarlatti, and both were invited to Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni’s establishment where the two
were prevailed upon to compete in a musical duel at the instigation and referee-ship of the
Cardinal. They were judged to be equal on the harpsichord, but Handel was considered the
better organist. The two composers, thenceforth, held one another in mutual respect and high
regard. Scarlatti wrote almost 6oo sonatas for keyboard, dedicated to Queen Maria Barbara of
Spain. The majority are virtuoso pieces, and as Charles Burney’s acquaintance, M. L’Auguer,
in speaking of Scarlatti commented: “There are many passages in Scarlatti’s pieces, in which
he imitated the melody of tunes sung by carriers, muleteers and common people.” The Sonata
in G major K.146, however, has no ‘flamenco’ elements, but is typical of the virtuoso style
sonata for which the composer is renowned.

Scarlatti died in 1757 and was buried in a convent in Madrid. Almost to the year, Padre
Antonio Soler, a Hieronymite monk, residing at the Escorial, was appointed as music master to
Carlos III son, Prince Gabriel de Bourbon. Soler undoubtedly knew Scarlatti, and his sonatas
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A Musical Journey Around Europe
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with Elizabeth Lester, Renaissance Recorder*
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1 Luzzaschi  Toccata del Quarto Tuono (1.46)
2-3 Frescobaldi *   Canzona III (2.57) Canzona I (3.10)
4  Merulo  Toccata Prima  Primo Tuono (4.17)
5  Sweelinck  Variations on ‘Mein junges Leben hat ein End’ (6.21)
6  Froberger  Toccata III (3.05)
7  JS Bach  Toccata in D major  BWV 912 (10.47)
8-9 L Couperin  La Piémontoise (1.59) Passacaille in C (5.34)
10-11 F Couperin  Sœur Monique (3.55)
   Les Barricades Mystérieuses (3.11)
12  Handel  Air and variations (Harmonious Blacksmith) (4.33)
13  Scarlatti  Sonata in G major K.146 (2.37)
14  Seixas  Sonata No.25 in G minor (2.01)
15  Paradies  Toccata in A major (1.48)
16-18 Haydn  Sonata in D major Hob. XVI:37(7.51)
19-20 Soler  Sonata in G R.45  (2.03) Sonata in D R.15  (2.18)
21  Mozart  Variations on ‘Ah vous dirai-je, Maman’ K.265  9.11
     Total Playing Time 79.35
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